Einstein Sails For U. S. to Seek 'Something New'

BERLIN, Dec. 10.—The American colony of Berlin, represented by the American Club, today cabled Secretary Stimson fully supporting the American consulate's questions in examining Prof. Albert Einstein's political beliefs before granting him a United States visa.

BREMERHAVEN, Dec. 10.—Prof. Albert Einstein, Germany's foremost physicist, carrying his beloved violin, sailed today aboard the steamer Oakland in search of "something new."

Mrs. Einstein accompanied him, worried about "evil omens" and the possibility of the ship sinking. She was assured the skipper would try his utmost to prevent this.

WILL VISIT PRINCETON.

Professor Einstein will go to California by way of the Panama Canal to renew his researches at the Mt. Wilson Observatory and then to undertake scientific study at Princeton. He said:

"That insignificant, irritable visa incident will not spoil the pleasure of the voyage. The examining official, whose name I do not know, seemed pretty arrogant at first. Later I realized he was only doing his duty. It's all forgotten.

"The trouble with hearings of that kind is that you don't realize until some time has passed just where the inquisitor is trying to get under your skin. I suggest in the future consuls put pins in their victims' chair so they will feel stuck from the beginning."

LONDON, Dec. 10.—W. h. p. George Bernard Shaw, Irish playwright, visits the United States next year he expects to be admitted despite his Communist beliefs. Questioned about: "Einstein, Shaw said:

"Keep Einstein out of America? Why, they can't do that. Every intelligent man in Europe's a Communist today.

SEES NO INSULT.

"Einstein is an 'avowed' Communist. He signs extreme left manifests.

"The American authorities should put exactly the same questions, however foolish they may be, to Einstein or any other immigrant, however humble. Where is the insult?"

"I am going to the United States. They may ask me as many questions as they please. How can I prevent them? I am a more thoroughly Communist than even Lenin was. It's for the officials to feel nervous."